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Brexit Must

Mean Exit!

EU Exit Policy Summary

Gerard Batten MEP. UKIP Brexit Spokesman



How Britain could and should leave the

European Union

Article 50 is a trap

Theresa May intends to spend two years negotiating a ‘Withdrawal Agreement’ with

the EU – which has no incentive whatsoever to offer a ‘good deal’ to Britain.

The Government’s White Paper 1 on withdrawal clearly states that at the end of those

negotiations not a single EU law will have been repealed or amended, and the entire

body of EU law will be incorporated into UK law, and known as ‘EU-derived law’.

The White Paper also says that, while the UK will formally withdraw from the

jurisdiction of the Court of Justice of the European Union, the ‘Great Repeal Bill’

will expressly provide that CJEU case-law (at the date of Brexit) will remain binding

on UK courts. The supremacy of EU law will be largely preserved, and could result

in the UK Government being forced to continue payments to the EU even after we

have left.2

At the end of the negotiation process we will have had another three years of

uncontrolled immigration from the EU (as from the date of the Referendum) and the

White Paper provides no proposals for controlling immigration post-Brexit.

Only at the very end of the process will Parliament be asked to repeal the European

Communities Act (1972), which is the legal basis, under our law, for our membership

of the European Union.

1

2



Legislating for the United Kingdom’s withdrawal from the European Union. Department for Exiting the European Union.

Cm 9446. March 2017.

Council Regulation No. 1311/2013 laying down the Multi-annual Financial Framework for 2014 - 2020.
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The Government’s proposals look like leaving the EU in name but not in

substance.

Article 50 is a trap designed to delay, impede and potentially prevent a nation’s exit

from the EU, not facilitate it. The UK does not have to use Article 50 in order to leave

the EU but can do so according to its own laws and constitutional requirements.

Article 50 is being used to distract the UK, with the intention of forcing us to accept

some kind of ‘Associate Membership’ rather than achieve genuine exit from the EU.



Reject Article 50 and repeal the European

Communities Act (1972) as the first step in

the leaving process not the final step

While HM Government should have taken the actions described below immediately

after the Referendum, nevertheless it will never be too late in the leaving process

for it to do so.

Indeed, as the negotiations grind on, and as it becomes more and more apparent

that the fabled ‘good deal’ seems ever more elusive, such a course may well become

inevitable.

If the European Parliament or the European Council vote to reject the final

Withdrawal Agreement, as they have the right to do, then Mrs May will face the

stark choice of unilateral withdrawal, or prolonging the negotiations indefinitely –

which would be politically unacceptable.

It would be better to adopt the course of action detailed below sooner

rather than later.

1	

	

	

	

	

	



HM Government should immediately put before Parliament a Bill for the Repeal

of the European Communities Act (1972).3 This should be the first step in the

leaving process not the final step. The repeal of the European Communities Act

would immediately restore the supremacy of law-making to Parliament, and

restore its freedom of action. It would also remove the jurisdiction of the CJEU 4	

and foreign judges.



2	

	

	

	

	

	

	



The Repeal Bill leaves all EU law temporarily in place – but crucially, frees

HM Government to set its own priorities and time-scales for the repeal or

amendment of those laws previously transposed into UK law or applicable

in the UK under EU treaties. HM Government should then take immediate

emergency action to take control over key areas of policy: e.g. Immigration and

Border Controls, Fishing, Farming, Trade, Security &amp; Defence, and Police and

Criminal Justice.



3

4



The text of just such a Draft Bill was published by Sir William Cash MP.

Court of Justice of the European Union.
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Regarding Trade, HM Government should offer the EU continued tariff-free trade

with the three freedoms of goods, services and capital – but without the free

movement of people. If this offer is rejected by the EU then Britain can revert

to trade on World Trade Organisation (WTO) terms.



4	 HM Government should immediately put before Parliament a Bill for the Repeal

	

of the European Elections Act (2002) so that UK MEPs cannot stand for election

	

in 2019. This would clearly demonstrate that there is no going back on Brexit.

5	

	

	

	



Amend the Interpretations Act (1978) at the same time as the Repeal Bill so

that UK law, derived from whatever source, is interpreted in UK courts in

accordance to UK Statute or Common Law. Future decisions of the CJEU will not

apply in the UK.



The political case for unilateral and

unconditional withdrawal from the EU

1	 The UK has a perfect right under our own law, and international law, to

	

unilaterally withdraw from its membership of the European Union by its own

	

means and it its own time-scale.

2.	

	

	

	



The UK has no legal or moral obligation to use Article 50 as its leaving

mechanism. The primary concern of HM Government should be to implement

the decision of the Referendum as quickly as possible, and by means that are in

the British national interest, and not in the interests of the European Union.



3	 Protracted and tortuous negotiations with a reluctant EU would be counter	

productive. That would be unsatisfactory for the UK to say the least, and

	

ultimately, probably unsatisfactory for the EU.

4	

	

	

	



The EU has no incentive to negotiate a ‘good deal’ with the UK, the EU does

not want the UK to leave and wants to discourage others from following our

example. It would also have to fill a massive financial hole, of about 8% net, or

approximately £10 billion per annum, in the EU budget.



5	

	

	

	

	

	



Article 50 makes provision for negotiations to extend for years beyond the

stated two-year period if necessary. The longer the EU can keep Britain on the

hook the more likelihood there is, from its point of view, that a new Government

and Parliament might reverse the Referendum decision; or at least arrive

at some kind of Associated Membership Agreement, which to all intents and

purposes will be just like membership.



6	 Whatever ‘deal’ might emerge from negotiations it has to be agreed by the

	

European Parliament and then the European Council. Either body might reject

	

it, putting us back to square one, like a game of political snakes and ladders.
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Then, under Article 50, Britain would either have to leave unilaterally without a

‘deal’, or ask to extend the negotiations which would be politically unacceptable

in the UK.



7	 By repealing the European Communities Act now, HM Government would put

	

itself in the driving seat of negotiations and not the EU. HM Government would

	

then be in a position of strength, and not weakness as it is now.

8	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	



The act of Britain leaving would completely alter the EU perspective on what

negotiations were required to regularise our relations. The EU would have a

powerful incentive to reach accommodations with the UK in order to safeguard

its own economic interests. Once Britain has left the EU by means of repealing

the European Communities Act, the EU is far more likely to accept reality and

agree to an offer of continued tariff-free trade with the UK since it would be

in its own interests. Failing that the UK can revert to trade on World Trade

Organisation terms.



HM Government should stop acting as a weak supplicant, asking the EU

the terms on which the UK might leave; rather it should recognise the

inherent strength of its own position and act from that position of strength.

The British people voted to leave the European Union. Their Government

and Parliament should implement that decision according to our own laws

and constitutional requirements – not the European Union’s. With good-will

and friendship we can agree, where possible, the terms of our separation

in areas of mutual interest.



This document summarises the arguments made in ‘Brexit Must Mean Exit. The UKIP

plan for leaving the EU’, published separately. A pdf copy can be requested by email

from Gerard Batten.



Gerard Batten MEP

UKIP Brexit Spokesman



Gerard Batten was first elected as a UKIP Member of

the European Parliament for London in 2004, and was

re-elected in 2009 and 2014.



Contact	

Gerard Batten	



Member of the European Parliament for London



020 7403 7174	

		



gerard.batten@btinternet.com

www.gerardbattenmep.co.uk
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